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The control of the stationary response of a half car vehicle model moving with a

constant velocity over a rough road with magnetorheological (MR) dampers is

considered. The MR damper is modelled by the modified Bouc–Wen model. The MR

damper parameters adopted in the vehicle model correspond to an actual fabricated

damper and are determined so that the MR damper model characteristics match with

experimental characteristics. The random road excitation is considered as the output of

a first-order linear shaping filter to white noise excitation. The control and response

statistics of the nonlinear vehicle model with MR damper are obtained using the

equivalent linearization method in an iterative manner and the results are verified by

Monte-Carlo simulation. The MR damper performance is sought to be improved by

suitable choice of input currents to the levels of performance of an active suspension

based on H1 control without and with preview by a mean square equivalence of

respective control forces. The H1 optimal control with preview minimizes a

performance index which is a weighted sum of vehicle performance measures such as

sprung mass acceleration, pitch acceleration, front and rear suspension strokes, road

holding and control forces with the weights obtained by solving a multi-objective

optimization problem using a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA II).

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Vehicle suspension systems can be broadly classified as passive, active and semi-active suspension systems. In the
passive suspension system, the stiffness and damping parameters are fixed and are effective over a certain range of
frequencies. To overcome this problem, the use of active suspension systems which have the capability of adapting to
changing road conditions by the use of an actuator have been considered by Karnopp [1]. Hedrick [2], Goodall and Kortum
[3] have discussed the theoretical and practical aspects of active suspension design of vehicles. Different optimal control
techniques like linear quadratic regulator (LQR) [4], linear quadratic gaussian (LQG) control [5], fuzzy logic [6] and neural
network methods have been used in the area of active suspensions.

The performance of the active suspension system can be improved by knowing the future information about the road
input which is referred to as ‘preview control’. Bender [7] proposed an active suspension system with preview control and
used Wiener filter technique to find the optimal control law for a single degree of freedom (dof) vehicle model. The active
suspension system with preview control is also applied to a quarter car [8] and half car [9,10] vehicle models. The
performance of suspension with preview control is shown to be better than the suspension without preview.
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Increased cost, complexity, need for an external energy source and difficulty in control hardware implementation of
active suspension systems led to the development of semi-active suspension systems, which combine the advantages of
both passive and active suspension systems. Semi-active suspensions have been considered by a number of authors for
vehicular vibration control applications [11–16]. The semi-active suspension system with preview control is also
investigated for a quarter car two dof and half car four dof vehicle models by Hac and Youn [17,18], respectively. The results
of the semi-active suspension with preview showed improved performance when compared to the semi-active suspension
system without preview.

More recently, electrorheological (ER) and magnetorheological (MR) fluids, which can change their viscosity
significantly on the application of suitable electrical and magnetic fields, respectively, have also been used in vehicle
suspensions as a semi-active suspension system by a number of researchers [19–21]. They considered different control
schemes like skyhook, groundhook and a hybrid skyhook and groundhook with minimum or maximum input current to
the MR damper depending on the relative velocity between the sprung and unsprung masses. The input current to the MR
damper can also be as per different optimal control strategies like LQR, LQG with Kalman filter, neural network and H1
controls [22,23]. In the above works, the road excitation is considered as either deterministic or a random process. In the
case when the road excitation is treated as a random process it is numerically simulated. The weighting factors used in the
controller design are also chosen arbitrarily.

In this paper, the control of the stationary response of a half car vehicle model to random road excitation is considered
with optimal semi-active MR dampers. The performance of the MR damper is sought to be matched with the performance
of an active suspension using H1 control with and without preview in a mean square equivalence sense of the
corresponding control forces. Such a formulation is new which enhances the performance of the semi-active suspension
almost to the levels of the performance of an active suspension based on a limited state feedback control law using H1
control. The MR damper behaviour is modelled by the modified Bouc–Wen model. The MR damper parameters of the
model used in the study correspond to an actual damper fabricated in house which uses an indigenously developed MR
fluid [24]. An experiment is conducted with the fabricated MR damper by varying the input current from 0 to 1.5 A in
intervals of 0.5 A. The model parameters are determined such that the model characteristics fit very closely the
experimental hysteretic behaviour of the MR damper. A multi-objective non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA
II) technique [25] is used to optimize the modified Bouc–Wen model parameters. It is obtained by minimizing the mean
square error between the model and experimental results for the minimum (0 A) and maximum (1.5 A) input currents. The
response statistics of the vehicle model with the MR dampers to the random road excitation are obtained using the
equivalent linearization technique in an iterative manner, so that stochastic linear optimal control theory can be applied to
control the vehicular vibration. As mentioned earlier the intent of the paper is to generate a control force through the
nonlinear MR damper which is mean square equivalent to the control force obtained using the H1 control so that the semi-
active control of the MR damper performs nearly as well as the optimal active control based on limited state feedback using
H1 control. The results of the equivalent linearization method are verified by Monte-Carlo simulation. Since the aim of the
paper is to match the performance of the semi-active MR damper to that of an active suspension, the response of the half
car vehicle model using H1 control with and without preview is obtained. In the H1 control, a performance index which is
a weighted sum of the vehicle response measures such as mean square sprung mass acceleration, pitch, front and rear
suspension strokes, road holding and control forces, etc. is minimized. The weights corresponding to the vehicle response
measures in the performance index are also obtained by solving a multi-objective optimization problem using NSGA II
algorithm so that all the response measures are given sufficient importance in the performance index. The matching of the
performance of the semi-active MR damper suspension with the activeH1 control suspension is realized through a mean
square equivalence of the control forces in both the cases and the input currents to the MR damper at different vehicle
speeds are correspondingly controlled. Results show that the semi-active MR damper suspension performs significantly
better than the passive suspension and approaches the performance of the active suspension with H1 control.

2. Random road excitation

The power spectral density (psd) function of road irregularity is assumed to be in the form

ShðoÞ ¼
s2

p
arV

ðo2 þ ðarVÞ2Þ
(1)

where s2 is the variance of the road profile, o is the circular frequency, V is the vehicle forward velocity and ar is a
coefficient depending on the type of road surface.

In this form, the psd corresponds to the road excitations at the front and rear wheels being the response of a first-order
linear filter to white noise and delayed white noise excitations given by

_h1ðtÞ þ arVh1ðtÞ ¼ wðtÞ (2)

_h2ðtÞ þ arVh2ðtÞ ¼ wðt � twÞ (3)

where wðtÞ is a white noise process with covariance function E½wðtÞwTðtÞ� ¼ Qdðt � tÞ and Q is the spectral intensity given
by Q ¼ 2s2arV and tw ¼ ðaþ bÞ=V is the time delay between the front and rear wheels.
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3. Multi-objective optimization

In many practical problems, the design is involved with more than one objective leading to multi-objective optimization
problems which are concerned with optimizing more than one objective function. In the present study, a non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA II) is used to solve the multi-objective optimization problem. The algorithm for NSGA II
is explained briefly in the sequel. The initial population is created using 0’s and 1’s for the size of the population. The binary
values created are decoded and the objective function is evaluated for the corresponding binary values to get the parent
objective function. The fronts are evaluated using the parent objective function values by the concept of non-dominance
[25]. The filling of the new population for the next generation starts with the best non-dominated front and continues with
second non-dominated front, followed by the third non-dominated front and so on. The crowding distances are calculated
for the evaluated fronts by using the concept of crowding distance [25] and are filled along with the new population for the
next generation. The best population is found out from the new population for the length of the population size by the
concept of crowding tournament selector. Uniform crossover and mutation are performed on the new population to create
the child population. Now the parent and child populations are combined and the fronts are found out. This process is
repeated for a specified number of generations, for convergence to the optimum.
4. Semi-active MR suspension system

The schematic of the half car model with semi-active suspension provided by MR dampers is shown in Fig. 1(a). The MR
damper is modelled by the modified Bouc–Wen hysteretic model shown in Fig. 1(b). The equations of motion of the semi-
active MR suspension system with preview are given by

M €yc þ Kf ðyc þ ay� yf Þ � ðUf ÞMR þ Krðyc � by� yrÞ � ðUrÞMR ¼ 0 (4)

I €yþ Kf ðyc þ ay� yf Þa� ðUf ÞMRa� Krðyc � by� yrÞbþ ðUrÞMRb ¼ 0 (5)

mf €yf þ Ktf ðyf � hf Þ � Kf ðyc þ ay� yf Þ þ ðUf ÞMR ¼ 0 (6)

mr €yr þ Ktrðyr � hrÞ � Krðyc � by� yrÞ þ ðUrÞMR ¼ 0 (7)

where M is the sprung mass of the vehicle body, I is the mass moment of inertia of the vehicle body with respect to centre
of gravity (c.g.), mf and mr are the unsprung masses, yc is the absolute displacement of the c.g of the vehicle body (sprung
mass), yf and yr are the unsprung mass displacements, y is the pitch angle, Kf and Kr are passive suspension stiffnesses, Cf
and Cr are passive suspension damping coefficients, Ktf and Ktr are the tyre stiffnesses, hf and hr are the random road
excitations, ðUf ÞMR and ðUrÞMR are the control forces generated by the MR dampers. In all these quantities the subscripts ‘f’
and ‘r’ refer to the front and rear ends of the vehicle, respectively, and ‘MR’ refers to the MR damper. a and b are the
distances of the front and rear ends from the c.g of the vehicle.

The control forces generated by the front ðUf ÞMR and rear ðUrÞMR MR dampers represented in Eqs. (4)–(7) are given by

ðUf ÞMR ¼ K2f ðyf � yc � ayÞ þ C2f ð_y1f � _yc � a _yÞ (8)

ðUrÞMR ¼ K2rðyr � yc þ byÞ þ C2rð_y1r � _yc þ b _yÞ (9)
Fig. 1. Semi-active suspension system. (a) Half car with MR damper. (b) The MR damper model.
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The velocity components _y1f and _y1r in Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively, are given by

_y1f ¼
1

C1f þ C2f
ðK1f ðyf � y1f Þ þ C1f _yf þ C2f _yc þ C2f a _y� a1f z1f Þ (10)

_y1r ¼
1

C1r þ C2r
ðK1rðyr � y1rÞ þ C1r _yr þ C2r _yc � C2rb _y� a1rz1rÞ (11)

y1f , z1f , y1r and z1r correspond to the pre-yielding hysteretic displacements at the front and rear, respectively, of the
Bouc–Wen model used to model the behaviour of the damper. The hysteretic displacements z1f and z1r are assumed to be
governed by the modified Bouc–Wen model given by [26,27]

_z1f ¼ �g1f j_y1f � _yf jz1f jz1f j
ðn�1Þ � b1f ð_y1f � _yf Þjz1f j

n þ A1f ð_y1f � _yf Þ (12)

_z1r ¼ �g1r j_y1r � _yrjz1r jz1r j
ðn�1Þ � b1rð_y1r � _yrÞjz1rj

n þ A1rð_y1r � _yrÞ (13)

where a1f , g1f , b1f and A1f are the parameters of the Bouc–Wen model, K1f and K2f are the stiffnesses, C1f and C2f are the
damping coefficients and y1f and _y1f are the displacement and velocity of the MR damper model, ‘n’ is the parameter
representing the smoothness of transition from elastic to plastic response. The variables C1f , C2f and a1f are given by a
function of input current ‘A’ as C1f ¼ C1fa þ C1fbA, C2f ¼ C2fa þ C2fbA and a1f ¼ a1fa þ a1fbA. When the input current A, is
zero it corresponds to the passive suspension. The relations referred above are for the front MR damper and similar
relations apply to the rear MR damper with the subscript ‘f’ replaced by ‘r’. It is assumed that identical MR dampers are
used at the front and the rear, that is, a1f ¼ a1r; g1f ¼ g1r; b1f ¼ b1r; A1f ¼ A1r; K1f ¼ K1r; K2f ¼ K2r; C1f ¼ C1r; C2f ¼ C2r .

4.1. Equivalent linearization technique

The response statistics of the vehicle with MR damper are obtained using the equivalent linearization technique [27–30]
by which Eqs. (12) and (13) can be approximated by the equivalent linear form

_z1f ¼ �Chf ð_y1f � _yf Þ � Khf z1f (14)

_z1r ¼ �Chrð_y1r � _yrÞ � Khrz1r (15)

where Chf and Chr are the equivalent damping coefficients for the front and rear MR dampers, respectively, and Khf and Khr
are the equivalent stiffnesses for the front and rear MR dampers, respectively, obtained by minimizing the mean square
equation error. These are given by [27,29,30]

Chf ¼

ffiffiffiffi
2

p

r
g1f

E½ð_y1f � _yf Þz1f �

E½ð_y1f � _yf Þ�
þ b1f E½z1f �

" #
� A1f (16)

Khf ¼

ffiffiffiffi
2

p

r
b1f

E½ð_y1f � _yf Þz1f �

E½z1f �
þ g1f E½ð_y1f � _yf Þ�

" #
(17)

Chr ¼

ffiffiffiffi
2

p

r
g1r

E½ð_y1r � _yrÞz1r �

E½ð_y1r � _yrÞ�
þ b1rE½z1r �

� �
� A1r (18)

Khr ¼

ffiffiffiffi
2

p

r
b1r

E½ð_y1r � _yrÞz1r �

E½z1r �
þ g1rE½ð_y1r � _yrÞ�

� �
(19)

The equivalent linear parameters Chf , Khf , Chr and Khr given in Eqs. (16)–(19) corresponding to the front and rear MR
dampers have to be evaluated iteratively since they are functions of the response statistics. This is done in the following
way. Arbitrary small initial values of Chf , Khf , Chr and Khr are assumed and the response statistics evaluated in terms of the
zero-lag covariance matrix by solving the matrix Lyapunov equation given in Appendix A. Fresh Chf , Khf , Chr and Khr values
are obtained using the response statistics in Eqs. (16)–(19) and again the response statistics are computed. Both the old and
new values of Chf , Khf , Chr and Khr are compared for convergence to a specified degree of accuracy. If there is no
convergence, then the newly found Chf , Khf , Chr and Khr values are assigned to the old ones and the process is repeated
iteratively till the values of Chf , Khf , Chr and Khr converge. It has been found that convergence occurs in less than 10
iterations. The procedure is carried out for the range of vehicle velocities considered to obtain the equivalent linear
parameters. It should be mentioned here that the state variables y1f , y1r , z1f and z1r are fictitious variables representing the
pre-yielding and hysteretic displacements, respectively, of the modified Bouc–Wen model used to model the behaviour of
the MR damper. They are related to the actual state variables yf , yr , _yf , _yr , _yc and _y of the vehicle given by Eqs. (10)–(13).
Thus, the states y1f , y1r , z1f and z1r cannot be measured but can be simulated using the state variables yf , yr , _yf , _yr , _yc and _y
which can be measured.
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4.2. State space representation

The state variables for the half car vehicle model with semi-active suspension system are given by yc, _yc , y, _y, yf , _yf , yr ,
_yr , y1f , z1f , y1r , z1r , hf , hr . Eqs. (4)–(19) representing the vehicle model and Eqs. (2) and (3) representing the road inputs at
the front and rear wheels, respectively, can be combined to yield an augmented system of equations expressed as

f _xag ¼ ½F�fxag þ ½D1�fwðtÞg þ ½D2�fwðt � twÞg (20)

where ½F�, ½D1� and ½D2� represent system matrix, excitation matrix corresponding to the front and rear wheel, respectively,
and are given in Appendix A. The response statistics of the vehicle can be obtained using the zero-lag covariance matrix by
solving the matrix Lyapunov equation also given in Appendix A.

4.3. Optimal MR damper parameters

The MR damper used in the vehicle model with semi-active suspension is an actual MR damper which is fabricated in
house. It is a twin tube MR damper whose schematic, the actual assembly and the components are shown in Fig. 2. The
fabricated MR damper is tested for sinusoidal excitation with a stroke length of �15 mm and a fixed frequency of 1.67 Hz
with the MR fluid developed by Reji and Narayana [24]. The test is performed for six cycles for zero current and currents of
0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 A.

The MR damper parameters modelled by the modified Bouc–Wen model are determined to fit the hysteretic behaviour
predicted by the model in terms of the force–time, force–displacement and force–velocity characteristics with
experimental results obtained doing a dynamic test for different input currents. The parameters are determined by a
multi-objective optimization procedure using the NSGA II algorithm in combination with the Pareto optimal scheme
minimizing the squared error between the experimental force and the model force generated by the MR damper
corresponding to zero input current and the maximum input current of 1.5 A. The details of the experimental investigation
Fig. 2. MR damper details. (a) A schematic diagram of twin tube MR damper. (b) Fabricated MR damper components. (c) MR damper assembly.
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Fig. 3. Experimental dynamic behaviour of fabricated MR damper (experimental � � � 0 A, þþþ 0.5 A, ��� 1.0 A, � � � 1.5 A and theoretical

0 A, 0.5 A, 1.0 A, 1.5 A). (a) Force versus time plot. (b) Force versus displacement plot. (c) Force versus velocity plot.
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are given in Ref. [31]. The agreement between the experimental and theoretical hysteresis curves for these parameters is
very good as shown in Fig. 3.

The estimated model parameters of the MR damper are K1f ¼ 1206:8 N=m; a1fa ¼ 4179:2 N=m; K2f ¼ 1017:7 N=m;
a1fb ¼ 1591:7 N=mA; C1fa ¼ 399:68 Ns=m; C2fa ¼ 4307:4 Ns=m; C1fb ¼ 499:06 Ns=mA; C2fb ¼ 1541:4 Ns=mA; b1f ¼

8:17 m�1; g1f ¼ 1183:9 m�1; A1f ¼ 75:676.
5. H1 active suspension with preview control

The schematic of a half car vehicle model with active and preview control is shown in Fig. 4 and the corresponding
equations of motion are given by

M €yc þ Kf ðyc þ ay� yf Þ þ Cf ð_yc þ a _y� _yf Þ � ðUf ÞH1 þ Krðyc � by� yrÞ

þ Crð_yc � b _y� _yrÞ � ðUrÞH1 ¼ 0 (21)

I €yþ Kf ðyc þ ay� yf Þaþ Cf ð_yc þ a _y� _yf Þa� ðUf ÞH1a� Krðyc � by� yrÞb

� Crð_yc � b _y� _yrÞbþ ðUrÞH1b ¼ 0 (22)

mf €yf þ Ktf ðyf � hf Þ � Kf ðyc þ ay� yf Þ � Cf ð_yc þ a _y� _yf Þ þ ðUf ÞH1 ¼ 0 (23)

mr €yr þ Ktrðyr � hrÞ � Krðyc � by� yrÞ � Crð_yc � b _y� _yrÞ þ ðUrÞH1 ¼ 0 (24)

where Cf and Cr are the suspension damping coefficients, PD is the preview distance, ðUf ÞH1 and ðUrÞH1 are the control
forces which are assumed to be generated as per H1 control law and the details of which are given in Section 5.2.
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5.1. State space representation

The state variable vector for the half car vehicle model with active suspension system including the road inputs as
augmented state variables are given by fxag

T ¼ [yc , _yc , y, _y, yf , _yf , yr , _yr , hf , hr]. Eqs. (21)–(24) representing the vehicle
model and Eqs. (2) and (3) representing the road inputs at the front and rear wheels, respectively, can now be combined to
yield an augmented system of equations

f _xag ¼ ½F�fxag þ ½G�fUg þ ½D1�fwðtÞg þ ½D2�fwðt � twÞg (25)

where ½F�, ½G�, ½D1� and ½D2� represent system matrix, control matrix, excitation matrix corresponding to the front and rear
wheel, respectively, and are shown in Appendix A.

5.2. H1 control with limited state feedback

The H1 optimal control law with limited state feedback is obtained by minimizing a performance index which is the
weighted sum of the mean square values of the sprung mass vertical acceleration, pitch acceleration, front and rear
suspension strokes, road holding and control forces. The performance index can be expressed as

J ¼ lim
T!1

1

2T

Z T

0
ðr1J1 þ r2J2 þ r3J3 þ r4J4 þ r5J5 þ r6J6 þ r7J7 þ r8J8Þdt (26)

where T is the control time period, J1 ¼ E½€y2
c �, J2 ¼ E½ €y

2
�, J3 ¼ E½ðyc þ ay� yf Þ

2�, J4 ¼ E½ðyc � by� yrÞ
2�, J5 ¼ E½ðy1 � h1Þ

2�,
J6 ¼ E½ðy2 � h2Þ

2�, J7 ¼ E½ðUf Þ
2
H1
� and J8 ¼ E½ðUrÞ

2
H1
�, ri, i ¼ 1; . . . ;8 are the weighting constants which decide the

performance of the active suspension system with respect to ride comfort, suspension stroke, road holding and control
force, respectively, and E½�� represents the expectation operator. The weighting parameters r1, r2 � r8 are normally chosen
depending on the designer’s relative importance given to the various performance measures. In this paper, a new method
using a multi-objective optimization scheme is adopted to obtain an optimal choice of the parameters so that all the
performance measures are weighted with sufficient importance.

Eq. (26) can be represented in the form [32]

J ¼ lim
T!1

1

2T

Z T

0
E½fxag

T½A�fxag þ 2fxag
T½N�fUg þ fUgT½B�fUg � G2fwgTfwg�dt (27)

where G is the performance bound, ½A� ¼ ½Cyu�
T½Cyu� is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, ½B� ¼ ½Dyu�

T½Dyu� is a
positive definite matrix and ½N� ¼ ½Cyu�

T½Dyu�. The matrices ½Cyu� and ½Dyu� are given in Appendix B.
The states are assumed to be measured in the presence of zero mean Gaussian white noise and the measurement vector

fcg is given by

fcg ¼ ½Cm�fxag þ fzg (28)

where ½Cm� is the state to measurement transition matrix and fzg is the measurement noise which is independent of the
state vector fxag with covariance E½fzðt1Þgfzðt2Þg

T� ¼ ½R�dðt2 � t1Þ. ½R� is a positive definite matrix representing measurement
errors.

It is assumed that the relative displacement and velocity between the sprung and unsprung masses are available for
estimation by the H1 filter. The control vector of the system fUg given in Eq. (25) minimizing the performance index given
in Eq. (27) along with the preview in the case of limited state feedback is given by [32]

fUg ¼ �fCagfx̂ag þ fCbgfrðtÞg (29)
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where fx̂aðtÞg is the optimal estimate vector of the system states, rðtÞ is a vector containing the preview term which includes
look ahead and wheel base preview and are given by

rðtÞ ¼

Z tp

0
exp½ð½F� � ½G�½Ca�Þ

Ts�½S�½D1�wðt þ sÞdsþ
Z tpþtw

0
exp½ð½F� � ½G�½Ca�Þ

Ts�½S�½D2�wðt þ s� twÞds (30)

where tp is the preview time and fCag and fCbg are the feedback and feed forward control gain vectors given by

fCag ¼ ½B�
�1ð½N�T þ ½G�T½S�Þ; fCbg ¼ �½B�

�1½N�T (31)

and ½S� is the steady-state solution of matrix Riccati equation given by

½S�ð½F� � ½G�½B��1½N�TÞ þ ð½F� � ½G�½B��1½N�TÞT½S� � ½S�ð½G�½B��1½G�T

� G�2
½D�½D�TÞ½S� þ ð½A� � ½N�½B��1½N�TÞ ¼ 0 (32)

The performance bound G is evaluated using the bisection algorithm [33]. The optimal estimate of the state vector of the
system states fx̂ag is governed by

f _̂xag ¼ ½F�fx̂ag þ ½G�fUg þ fLgðfmg � ½Cm�fx̂agÞ (33)

where fLg is the H1 filter gain vector given by

fLg ¼ ½P�½Cm�
T½R��1 (34)

In Eq. (34), ½P� is the covariance matrix of the estimation error e ¼ fxag � fx̂ag, i.e., ½P� ¼ E½ðfxag � fx̂agÞðfxag � fx̂agÞ
T�. It is the

solution of the matrix Riccati equation given by

½F�½P� þ ½P�½F�T � ½P�ð½Cm�
T½R��1½Cm� � G�2½Cyu�

T½Cyu�Þ½P� þ ½D1�½Q �½D1�
T

þ ½D2�½Q �½D2�
T þ fðt; t � twÞ½D1�½Q �½D2�

T þ ½D2�½Q �½D1�
Tfðt; t � twÞ

T

�P1DT
1 þ D1PT

1 þ P2DT
2 þ D2PT

2 ¼ 0 (35)

where f is the state transition matrix and is given by

fðt1; t2Þ ¼ exp½½F� � ½G�fCagðt1 � t2Þ� (36)

The terms P1 and P2 are given in Appendix C.
The mean square values of the states are given by

½Z� ¼ ½Ẑ� þ ½P� (37)

where ½Ẑ� is the state estimate matrix which is governed by the Lyapunov equation

ð½F� � ½G�½C�Þ½Ẑ� þ ½Ẑ�ð½F� � ½G�½C�ÞT þ ½L�½R�½L�T ¼ 0 (38)

5.3. Optimal choice of weighting factors

The weighting parameters r1, r2; . . . ;r8 in the performance index for H1 control are chosen using a multi-objective
constrained optimization procedure. The weighting parameters corresponding to the sprung mass acceleration, pitch
acceleration and the value of R are fixed at constant values of r1 ¼ 1, r2 ¼ 1 and R ¼ 10�3 and the weighting parameters
r3 � r8 are obtained optimally with a constraint on the H1 control force to lie between the control force of the MR damper
for zero input current and maximum input current of 1.5 A, respectively. The choice of the weighting factors in this way is to
assure a balance of good performance with respect to all performance measures namely sprung mass acceleration, pitch
acceleration, front and rear suspension strokes, road holdings with reasonable control effort and at different vehicle speeds
and the H1 control effort will be possibly matched by the control effort of the MR damper.

The constrained optimization problem is to obtain an optimal combination of r3 � r8 minimizing three objectives
namely sprung mass acceleration (J1), combination of front and rear suspension strokes (J3 þ J4) and combination of front
and rear road holding (J5 þ J6) with the following constraint:

E½ðUf Þ
2
MR0A
�pE½ðCFf Þ

2
H1
�pE½ðUf Þ

2
MR1:5A

� (39)

E½ðUrÞ
2
MR0A
�pE½ðCFrÞ

2
H1
�pE½ðUrÞ

2
MR1:5A

� (40)

where ðCFf ÞH1 represents the combined force from the active system using the H1 control and the damping force
corresponding to the linear passive system given in Eqs. (21)–(24) at the front wheel namely ðCFf ÞH1 ¼

ðUf ÞH1 þ Cf ð_yc þ a _y� _yf Þ. Similarly, the combined control force from the H1 control and the damping corresponding to
the linear passive system for the rear wheel is given as ðCFrÞH1 ¼ ðUrÞH1 þ Crð_yc � b _y� _yrÞ. The subscript H1 refers to the
active control scheme. ðUf ÞMR0A

, ðUrÞMR0A
, ðUf ÞMR1:5A

and ðUrÞMR1:5A
are the forces generated by the MR damper as given in
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Fig. 5. Pareto optimal solution.
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Eqs. (8) and (9). The subscripts MR0A and MR1:5A refer tothe MR damper input currents of 0 and 1.5 A, respectively. The
front and rear MR damper forces represented in the equations are evaluated using Eqs. (10)–(19). The combined forces from
the active system using the H1 control and the damping force corresponding to the linear passive system at the front and
rear are restricted to lie between the minimum and maximum forces generated by the MR damper as per Eqs. (39) and (40).
These constraints on the control forces are imposed since the motive is to obtain a performance using semi-active control
with MR dampers to match the performance of the active H1 control corresponding to the linear system with passive
spring and damping elements through a mean square equivalence of the respective control forces.

The multi-objective optimization problem is solved by the NSGA II algorithm with the following parameters, population
size ¼ 100, probability of cross over ¼ 0:9, probability of mutation ¼ 0:01, number of generations ¼ 150 in combination
with the Pareto optimal scheme. The mean square control forces corresponding to the MR damper in the constraint
inequalities (39) and (40) are evaluated using the equivalent linear model presented in Section 4. The front and
rear equivalent damping coefficients Chf , Chr and the front and rear equivalent stiffnesses Khf , Khr are obtained as per
Eqs. (16)–(19) iteratively as they depend on the response statistics.

The normalized Pareto optimal front corresponding to the combination of optimal solutions minimizing the sprung
mass acceleration, front and rear suspension strokes and road holdings, respectively, is shown in Fig. 5. The optimized
values of the weighting functions are r3 ¼ 31:623; r4 ¼ 98:958; r5 ¼ 5551:6; r6 ¼ 1224:1; r7 ¼ 1:64� 10�6;
r8 ¼ 2:11� 10�8. These weighting constants are good for a range of velocities (0–24 m/s). Once the optimal weighting
constants are determined the performance of the vehicle with semi-active suspension using MR damper is sought to be
matched with the performance of the H1 controller with the limited state feedback by a suitable choice of input currents
to the MR damper for different velocities. This is done by equating the mean square control force of the H1 controller to
that of the MR damper.
6. System response in frequency domain

The response of the system can also be obtained in the frequency domain for passive, semi-active and active
suspensions with and without preview. For the passive and semi-active suspensions from Eq. (20) we get the psd of the
response as

Sxaxa ðoÞ ¼ HðoÞðD1SwwD�1 þ D2SwwD�2 þ fD1SwwD�2 þ D2SwwD�1f
T
ÞH�ðoÞ (41)

where Sww ¼ 2s2aV=p, HðoÞ ¼ 1=ðjoId � FÞ is the corresponding complex frequency response matrix, with Id being the

identity matrix and j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

, f is the state transition matrix and F is the system matrix. The asterisk represents both
complex conjugation and transpose of the corresponding matrices. Similarly, for the active suspension with preview from
Eqs. (25), (29)–(38), the psd of the response Sxaxa ðoÞ is given by [34]

Sxaxa ðoÞ ¼ HðoÞDRðoÞSwwD�RðoÞH
�ðoÞ (42)
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with HðoÞ in this case given by HðoÞ ¼ 1=ðjoId � ðF � GCaÞÞ and DRðoÞ is given by

DRðoÞ ¼ GCb

Z tp

0
exp½ð½F� � ½G�½Ca�Þ

Ts�½S�½D1� expðjosÞds
��

þ

Z tpþtw

0
exp½ð½F� � ½G�½Ca�Þ

Ts�½S�½D2� expðjoðs� twÞÞds
�
þ D1 þ D2

�
wðjoÞ

The psd of the response for the active suspension without preview can be obtained by setting the preview time tp ¼ 0.

7. Monte-Carlo simulation technique

To check the accuracy of the equivalent linearization technique, Monte-Carlo simulation technique is adopted [35]. The
white noise with one sided psd S0ðoÞ ¼ s2arV=p is simulated by the series

wðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p XN

k¼1

½S0ðokÞDo�
1=2 cosðo0kt þfkÞ (43)

with ok ¼ ol þ ðk�
1
2ÞDo, k ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ;N, Do ¼ ðou �olÞ=N, ol and ou are the lower and upper cutoff frequencies,

respectively, N is the number of intervals, o0
k
¼ ok þ do in which do is a small random frequency uniformly distributed

between �Do0=2 and Do0=2 with Do0bDo, fk is the independent random phase uniformly distributed between 0 and 2p.
The parameters used for generating the time histories are N ¼ 1000, ol ¼ 0 rad=s, ou ¼ 2� p� 100 rad=s and

Do0 ¼ 0:05Do. The psd of the road surface is obtained using the MATLAB command ‘psd’ from the time histories for the
road input generated using Eq. (43) and is compared with the targeted frequency obtained from Eq. (1). The comparison is
shown in Fig. 6 which shows good agreement between the targeted and simulated psds.

8. Results and discussion

The results of the stationary response of a four dof vehicle model using passive, semi-active MR damper control and H1
control to random road excitation are presented in this section. The half car vehicle model with the following parameters is
considered as an example. M ¼ 1200, mf ¼ 75, mr ¼ 80 kg, I ¼ 1800 kg m2, Kf ¼ 30 kN=m, Kr ¼ 30 kN=m, Cf ¼ 400 Ns=m,
Cr ¼ 450 Ns=m, Ktf ¼ 300 kN=m, Ktr ¼ 300 kN=m, a ¼ 1:011 m, b ¼ 1:803 m and the road parameters used in the analysis
are ar ¼ 0:45 rad=m and s2 ¼ 3� 10�4 m2.

The rms sprung mass acceleration, rms pitch acceleration, rms front and rear suspension strokes, road holdings, control
forces, input currents and overall performances are computed for the vehicle with the (a) passive suspension (MR damper
with 0 A), (b) optimal active suspension system based on H1 control without preview, (c) optimal active suspension system
based on H1 control with preview, (d) semi-active suspension with MR damper and mean square equivalent control force
of H1 control without preview, (e) semi-active suspension with MR damper and mean square equivalent control force of
H1 control with preview. The responses corresponding to the optimal active suspension system with H1 control and the
semi-active suspension with MR damper and with mean square equivalent control force of H1 control without preview are
obtained by setting the preview distance PD ¼ 0.
Fig. 6. Psd of road profile.
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Fig. 7. Input current to front MR damper corresponding to mean square equivalence of control force with H1 control force.

Fig. 8. Input current to rear MR damper corresponding to mean square equivalence of control force with H1 control force.
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The input currents to the front and rear MR dampers corresponding to mean square equivalence of the control forces
with H1 control forces with and without preview are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The input currents to the front
and rear semi-active MR damper without preview (d) and with preview (e) are obtained by matching the corresponding
control forces with that of the H1 controller without preview (b) and with preview (c), respectively, in a mean square
equivalence sense. For this road input and for a given velocity of traverse of the vehicle, the MR damper input currents
(front and rear) are constants. It is seen that the input current requirement for matching the H1 control force with preview
is more than that without preview. This is so because the control force required for the active suspension system with
preview is more than the control force without preview.

The rms control forces generated by the MR damper for these input currents and the H1 control forces without and
with preview are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, showing very good agreement between them. The control force
corresponding to the passive suspension system (MR damper with 0 A) is also shown in the figures. The rms control forces
for the MR damper with zero input current (passive) and with the mean square equivalent control forces without and with
preview are also obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation [35]. The random road profiles are generated compatible with the
power spectral density given in Eq. (1) using a sum of cosine functions with random frequency and phase and the nonlinear
equations of motion are numerically integrated to get the mean square control forces. These are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 by
the symbols 	, �, %. It is observed that the results of the equivalent linearization method agree well with the simulation
results validating the efficiency of the equivalent linearization method.
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Fig. 9. Rms control force at front —- (a) passive; - - - (b) H1 without preview; � � � � � (c) H1 without preview; (d) MR damper with mean square

equivalent H1 control force without preview; (e) MR damper with mean square equivalent H1 control force with preview; 	, � and % Monte-Carlo

simulation results corresponding to (a), (d) and (e).

Fig. 10. Rms control force at rear (legends as in Fig. 9).
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The overall performance as per Eq. (26) corresponding to the passive suspension, H1 control without and with preview
and the MR damper suspension corresponding to the input currents of Figs. 7 and 8 are shown in Fig. 11. It is seen from the
figure that the overall performances with semi-active MR damper suspension with mean square equivalence of H1 control
force without and with preview are much better than the performance with the passive suspension system. However, the
performance with the MR damper does not measure up to the performance of the H1 control especially at higher
velocities. The performance of the MR damper with mean square control force equivalent to the H1 control force with
preview is better than the performance of the MR damper with the mean square control force equivalent to the H1 control
force without preview. As seen from the figures the performance with H1 optimal control with preview is much better
than the performance with H1 control without preview. These performances are better than the corresponding
performances of the MR damper.

From Fig. 12 it is observed that the MR damper with mean square equivalent H1 control force without and with preview
performs better than the passive suspension with respect to the sprung mass acceleration. But the performance does not
measure up to the corresponding performance of the active suspension with H1 control without and with preview,
respectively. It is also seen that the preview information improves the performance of the suspension without preview both
with H1 control and with MR damper. The Monte-Carlo simulation results which are also shown in the figures agree well
with the equivalent linearization results, validating the equivalent linearization method.
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Fig. 11. Overall performance of the vehicle for different control schemes (legends as in Fig. 9).

Fig. 12. Rms sprung mass acceleration response (legends as in Fig. 9).
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In Fig. 13, the rms value of the pitch acceleration is plotted for different vehicle velocities. Similar trends as for the
sprung mass acceleration response are observed in this case also. The performance of the MR damper with mean square
equivalent H1 control force with preview is better than corresponding to the mean square equivalent H1 control force
without preview. The H1 controls without and with preview perform better than the corresponding MR damper
suspension. The performance of the MR damper is much better than the performance of the passive suspension. Again
Monte-Carlo simulation results validate the equivalent linearization results.

The rms suspension strokes at the front for all the cases of control are shown in Fig. 14. In this case also the suspension
with mean square control force equivalent to the H1 control force without and with preview perform better than the
passive suspension. But the performances do not measure up to the performances of the corresponding active suspension
with H1 control without and with preview. The equivalent linearization results are in agreement with Monte-Carlo
simulation results.

The rear rms suspension stroke responses are shown in Fig. 15. In this case, the MR damper suspension performances
with mean square equivalent H1 control force without and with preview are much better than the corresponding H1
control performance and also much better than the passive suspension performance. In fact the H1 control force
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Fig. 13. Rms pitch acceleration response (legends as in Fig. 9).

Fig. 14. Rms suspension stroke response at front (legends as in Fig. 9).

Fig. 15. Rms suspension stroke response at rear (legends as in Fig. 9).
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Fig. 16. Rms road holding response at front (legends as in Fig. 9).

Fig. 17. Rms road holding response at rear (legends as in Fig. 9).
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performance without preview is worse than that of the passive suspension. This may be due to the fact that the optimal
weighting factors in the performance index determined are based on the preview information. Moreover, the performance
index with respect to the suspension strokes is a combination of both the front and rear suspension strokes and does not
consider them individually. Because of this it may be possible that the rear suspension stroke is not properly weighted in
the performance index and hence its performance is degraded in the control scheme. This deterioration in performance is
alleviated slightly with the preview information. Once again the results for the MR damper suspension are verified with
Monte-Carlo simulation results.

The rms road holding responses at front and rear are plotted for all the control schemes as a function of velocity in
Figs. 16 and 17, respectively. In these cases also the performances of the MR damper with mean square equivalent H1
control force with preview are better than the MR damper performances with mean square equivalent H1 control force
without preview. In the case of the front road holding response the MR damper performances with mean square equivalent
H1 control force without and with preview are almost as good as the performance of the H1 control without and with
preview. In the case of the rear road holding response the MR damper with mean square equivalent H1 control force
without preview performs even better than the corresponding H1 control. The MR damper with mean square equivalent
H1 control force with preview performs as well as the corresponding H1 control. All these responses are better than the
response of the passive suspension system. But in the case of the rear road holding the H1 control without preview
performs only marginally better than the passive suspension. This may be also due to the fact that as in the case of
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Fig. 19. Pitch acceleration psd (legends as in Fig. 9).

Fig. 18. Sprung mass acceleration psd (legends as in Fig. 9).
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suspension stroke, the performance index with respect to the road holding response is a combination of both the front and
rear road holding responses and does not consider them separately. Because of this it may be possible that the rear road
holding is not sufficiently weighted in the performance index and hence the performance of the rear road holding is only
marginally better than the passive response. The performance is improved with preview information. Results of the
equivalent linearization for the MR damper are verified with Monte-Carlo simulation results.

Fig. 18 shows the psd of sprung mass acceleration for different suspension systems (a)–(e). The vehicle model
considered for the analysis is a four degrees of freedom vehicle model, so four predominant frequencies are observed in the
figure. Since the third and fourth predominant frequencies are very close to each other and the corresponding peaks are
also of similar magnitudes they are not as distinguishable. It can be seen that, the sprung mass acceleration characteristics
as compared to the passive suspension (a), is improved by the active and semi-active suspension system without and with
preview ((b)–(e)) at all the predominant frequencies.

The psd of pitch acceleration response for different suspension systems (a)–(e) is shown in Fig. 19. It shows only three
predominant frequencies. One of the predominant frequency due to the unsprung mass is attenuated may be due to the
damping. It is observed that all other control schemes (b)–(e) perform better than the passive suspension system (a) at all
the frequencies.
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9. Conclusions

This paper presents a new approach of controlling the stationary response of a half car vehicle model traversing a rough
road with constant velocity with semi-active MR damper suspensions. The MR damper performance is sought to be
enhanced to that of the performance of active suspensions with H1 control without and with preview. A method to
determine the weighting factors in the performance index in H1 control using a multi-objective optimization procedure is
presented. The multi-objective optimization problem is solved by the NSGA II genetic algorithm in combination with Pareto
optimal scheme. The equivalent linearization method is used to get the response of the vehicle with MR damper which is
modelled by the modified Bouc–Wen model. Results show that the performance of the MR suspension improves with
preview information and better than the performance of the passive suspension. The performance of the MR damper
suspension with respect to sprung mass acceleration and pitch acceleration do not measure up to the corresponding
performances of active suspension with H1 control without and with preview. The suspension stroke and road holding
performances especially at the rear are almost as good as the performances of the active suspension with H1 control
without and with preview. In certain cases the MR damper does not perform as well as the H1 control with respect to road
holding at the rear suspension.
Appendix A

The system matrices ½F�, ½G�, ½D1� and ½D2� represented in Eqs. (20) and (25) are given by

½F� ¼
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where NV is the number of vehicle model state variables. For active suspension system NV ¼ 8 and 12 for semi-active MR
suspension system. The control matrix ½Gx� ¼ 0 for the passive and semi-active suspension system:

½Dx� ¼

0 0 0 0 0
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0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(A.3)

For the active suspension system, the system matrix ½F� contains ½Fx1� and ½Fx2� terms only and are given by

½Fx1� ¼
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For the passive (semi-active MR suspension with 0 A) and semi-active suspension system the matrix ½Fx1� ¼ ½½Fx11�½Fx12��,
½Fx2�, ½Fx3� ¼ ½½Fx31�½Fx32�� and ½Fx4� ¼ ½½Fx41�½Fx42�� are, respectively, given by

½Fx11� ¼

0 1 0
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M
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mf
0 0

2
666666666666664

3
777777777777775

(A.10)
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½Fx41� ¼

0 1 0
�Ktr � Kr � K2r � ðC2rK1r=ðC1r þ C2rÞÞ

mr

�C2rC1r=ðC1r þ C2rÞ

mr
0

0 0
�K1f

ðC1f þ C2f Þ

0 0
Chf K1f

ðC1f þ C2f Þ

K1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ

C1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ
0

�ChrK1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ

�ChrC1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ
þ Chr 0

2
666666666666666666664

3
777777777777777777775

(A.11)

½Fx42� ¼

0 0 0

0
C2rK1r

mrðC1r þ C2rÞ

C2ra1r

mrðC1r þ C2rÞ

�a1f

ðC1f þ C2f Þ
0 0

Chfa1f

ðC1f þ C2f Þ
� Khf 0 0

0
�K1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ

�a1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ

0
ChrK1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ

Chra1r

ðC1r þ C2rÞ
� Khr

2
666666666666666666664

3
777777777777777777775

(A.12)

The computation of the vehicle response statistics is obtained using zero-lag covariance matrix approach by solving a
matrix Lyapunov equation,

½F�½P� þ ½P�½F�T þ ½D1�½Q �½D1�
T þ ½D2�½Q �½D2�

T þfðt; t � twÞ½D1�½Q �½D2�
T þ ½D2�½Q �½D1�

Tðfðt; t � twÞÞ
T ¼ 0 (A.13)

Appendix B

The matrices ½A�, ½B� and ½N� given in Eq. (27) can be represented as ½A� ¼ ½Cyu�
T½Cyu�, ½B� ¼ ½Dyu�

T½Dyu�, ½N� ¼ ½Cyu�
T½Dyu�,

where the matrices ½Cyu� ¼ ½½Cyu1�½Cyu2�� and ½Dyu� are given by

½Cyu1� ¼

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p
ðKf þ KrÞ

M

�
ffiffiffiffirp 1ðCf þ CrÞ

M

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p
ðaKf � bKrÞ

M

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p
ðaCf � bCrÞ

M

ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p

Kf

M

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p
ðaKf � bKrÞ

I

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p
ðaCf � bCrÞ

I

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p
ða2Kf þ b2KrÞ

I

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p
ða2Cf þ b2CrÞ

I

ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p

aKf

Iffiffiffiffiffiffir3
p

0 a
ffiffiffiffiffiffir3
p

0 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffir3
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffir4
p

0 �b
ffiffiffiffiffiffir4
p

0 0

0 0 0 0
ffiffiffiffiffiffir5
p

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

2
6666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777775

(B.1)

½Cyu2� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p

Cf

M

ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p

Kr

M

ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p

Cr

M
0 0ffiffiffiffiffiffir2

p
aCf

I

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p

bKr

I

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p

bCr

I
0 0

0 0 0 0 0

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir4
p

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffir5
p

0

0
ffiffiffiffiffiffir6
p

0 0 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffir6
p

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

(B.2)
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½Dyu� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p

M

ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p

a

I
0 0 0 0

ffiffiffiffiffiffir7
p

0ffiffiffiffiffiffir1
p

M

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffir2
p

b

I
0 0 0 0 0

ffiffiffiffiffiffir8
p

2
664

3
775

T

(B.3)

Appendix C

The terms P1 and P2 given in Eq. (35) can be represented as P1 ¼ P1a þ P1b and P2 ¼ P2a þ P2b and are given by

P1a ¼

Z tp

0
fðt; t � sÞ½G�fCbg expð½F� � ½G�fCagsÞT½S�½D1�

Q

2
ds (C.1)

P1b ¼

Z tpþtw

0
fðt; t � ðs� twÞÞ½G�½Cb� exp½ð½F� � ½G�½C�ÞTs�½S�½D2�

Q

2
ds; sXtw

otherwise P1b ¼ 0; sotw (C.2)

P2a ¼

Z tp

0
fðt; t � ðsþ twÞÞ½G�fCbgexpð½F� � ½G�fCagsÞT½S�½D1�

Q

2
ds (C.3)

P2b ¼

Z tpþtw

0
fðt; t � sÞ½G�½Cb� exp½ð½F� � ½G�½C�ÞTs�½S�½D2�

Q

2
ds (C.4)
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